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Politics On The Couch Citizenship
And The Internal Life
This book explores how our social and economic contexts
profoundly affect our mental health and wellbeing, and how
modern neuroscientific and psychodynamic research can both
contribute to and enrich our understanding of these wider
discussions. It therefore looks both inside and outside - indeed
one of the main themes of The Political Self is that the
conceptually discrete categories of 'inner' and 'outer' in reality
constantly interact, shape, and inform each other. Severing
these two worlds, it suggests, has led both to a devitalised
and dissociated form of politics, and to a disengaged and
disempowering form of therapy and analysis.
In this book, a multidisciplinary and international selection of
Jungian clinicians and academics discuss some of the most
compelling issues in contemporary politics. Presented in five
parts, each chapter offers an in-depth and timely discussion
on themes including migration, climate change, walls and
boundaries, future developments, and the psyche. Taken
together, the book presents an account of current thinking in
their psychotherapeutic community as well as the role of
practitioners in working with the results of racism, forced
relocation, colonialism, and ecological damage. Ultimately,
this book encourages analysts, scholars, psychotherapists,
sociologists, and students to actively engage in shaping
current and future political, socio-economic, and cultural
developments in this increasingly complex and challenging
time.
What lies behind America’s historic romance with the gun?
Why does it have such a troubled relationship with alcohol and
drugs? Why is it so wedded to consumerism and so resistant
to the evidence of climate change? What are its enduring
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myths about individuality, freedom, and independence, and
how might we re-imagine our vision of the United States as the
“Promised Land” and “The City on the Hill” to reflect a
multiculturalism that offers “the last, best hope” for the world?
In a two-decades long journey through the American psyche,
depth journalist Pythia Peay has asked these and many more
questions of no fewer than thirty-six of the world’s leading
psychologists and psychoanalysts. From Robert Jay Lifton to
Marion Woodman, A. Thomas McLellan to Judith V. Jordan,
Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi to June Singer, and James Hillman to
Mary Pipher, the thinkers in America on the Couch discuss
violence, addiction, the environment, capitalism and
consumerism, politics and power, and the soul of America.
The result is a uniquely comprehensive, wide-ranging, and
compelling kaleidoscope of insights into the psychodynamics
of a hegemon in peace and at war, as it confronts the
shadows of the American century and charts its way into an
uncertain, multi-polar future. Featuring Stephen Aizenstat,
John Beebe , Bonnie Bright, Gary S. Bobroff , Mihaly
Csikszentmihalyi, Philip Cushman, Larry Decker, Raymond De
Young, Edward Edinger, Michael Eigen, Stephen J. Foster,
Charles Grob, Bud Harris, A. Chris Heath, James Hillman,
Judith V. Jordan, Donald Kalsched, Robert J. Langs, Linda
Schierse Leonard, Harriet Lerner, Robert Jay Lifton, A.
Thomas McLellan, Thomas Moore, Ginette Paris, Mary
Pipher, Ernest Rossi, Andrew Samuels, Erel Shalit, June
Singer, Thomas Singer, Lawrence Staples, Murray Stein,
Charles B. Strozier, Paul Wachtel, Karen B. Walant, Marion
Woodman, and Luigi Zoja.
Within media research and cultural studies, the mediation of
politicians and the play-off between versions of high and low
politics are attracting increasing interest. Media and the
Restyling of Politics brings together the work of leading
academics in media and cultural studies to pursue an agenda
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of research, analysis and debate about the changing nature of
political culture and its mediation. The contributors question
the ways in which emerging forms of political style relate not
only to new conventions of celebrity and publicity but to ideas
about representation, citizenship and the democratic process.
Topics covered include: celebrity politicians, the marketing of
politics, identity and popular culture.
The stimulating program featured clinical, artistic, historical
and other interests and concerns of Jungian Psychology
today, with wide-ranging presentations and events. From the
Contents: Cultural Complexes in the Group and the Individual
Psyche by Thomas Singer, Sam Kimbles Descent and
Emergence Symbolized in Four Alchemical Paintings by
Dyane Sherwood An Archetypal Approach to Drugs and AIDS:
A Brazilian Perspective by Dartiu Xavier da Silveira Frida
Kahlo by Mathy Hemsari Cassab Images from ARAS: Healing
our Sense of Exile from Nature by Ami Ronnberg Trauma and
Individuation by Ursula Wirtz Human Being Human:
Subjectivity and the Individuation of Culture by Christopher
Hauke Studies of Analytical Long-Term Therapy by Wolfram
Keller, Rainer Dilg & Seth Isaiah Rubin Analysis in the
Shadow of Terror by Henry Abramovitch Ethics in the IAAP –
A New Resource by Luigi Zoja, Liliana Wahba & Hester
Solomon Hope Abandoned and Recovered in the
Psychoanalytic Situation by Donald Kalsched In the Footsteps
of Eranos by P. Kugler, H. Kawai, D. Miller, G. Quispel & R.
Hinshaw The Self, the Symbolic and Synchronicity by George
Hogenson Memory and Emergence by John Dourley Bild,
Metapher & Symbol: An der Grenze der kommunizierbaren
Erfahrung by M. Krapp Broken Vessels – Living in two Worlds:
Some Aspects of Working with Clients with a Physical
Disability by Kathrin Asper & Elizabeth Martigny
Psychoanalysis, Class and Politics
The Political Self
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Understanding the Social Context for Mental Illness
Deepening Contradictions in Social Rights and Migration
Policy
A Peaceable Psychology
Barcelona 2004: Edges of Experience
Politics and Comedy in the Post-network Era
The Political Psyche
'"Vital signs" are, of course, the basic
physiological measures of functioning which
health practitioners use to assess the gravity of
a patient's predicament. This anthology focuses
not so much on our physical predicament, with
so many of the Earth's systems severely stressed
and beginning to fail - there are plenty of other
places to read about this Instead we focus on
our psychological predicament, as news of the
situation slowly penetrates our defences and we
struggle as individuals and as a society to find
an adequate response. By "vital signs" we also
mean signs that such a response is beginning to
take shape: signs of hope, signs of healing.We
feel that ecopsychology in Britain has a
distinctive voice and unique contributions to
make. In doing so, we hope to facilitate debate
and dialogue within the field, in the hope that
this will lead eventually to more developed
theory and practice.
Read this book if you want to be able to speak
with your friends about your social and political
beliefs with confidence. Striving to maintain a
centrist perspective, Tryon presents a tool kit to
empower citizen participation in the American
political process. Technological changes in the
way we present and process information coupled
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with inherent features of the free press have
changed the nature of the individual citizen's
engagement with our elected public servants.
Accountability Citizenship explains how we can
restore accountability in government by
accepting our personal accountability for some
simple tasks we must do as individual citizens
living in the age of information. The book is nonpartisan. Readers are asked only to agree on the
very basics-that the government of the United
States is supposed to represent the people of
the United States. The author makes a
compelling case that changes in our information
distribution technologies and business models
discourage effective political participation by
citizens. In the early days of our republic,
information distribution was based on
newspapers-subscription-based and
geographically aligned with the representative
structure of Congress. Over the past forty years,
deregulation of television and radio along with
the information technology revolution have
disrupted this alignment. But we can restore
accountability through the three steps of
accountability citizenship: being appropriately
positive, appropriately informed and
appropriately engaged.
In the past century psychology has been
practiced in the manner of medical science,
working from the assumption that therapy can
transcend particular traditions. Seeking to move
the conversation forward, Alvin Dueck and
Kevin Reimer argue for a theologically,
culturally, and politically sensitive
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psychotherapy whereby the Christian
psychologist treats the patient according to the
particulars of the patient's political situation
and ethnic and religious tradition, while
acknowledging the role of his or her own
Christian story in therapeutic dialogue. A
Peaceable Psychology encourages mental health
practitioners to mine their own traditions for
gifts of healing and to allow clients to bring
their native ethnic or religious voice into
therapy. The authors point to the life of Jesus as
the foundation on which to build a therapeutic
ethic, appropriating the story of his life to bring
healing.This integrative work considers
philosophy, ethics, theology, and cognitive
science in making an argument on behalf of and
for the psychological community. It will benefit
psychology professors and students, Christian
psychologists and psychotherapists, mental
health workers, pastors, and theologians.
This unique collection by leading authors
explores the links between therapy and the
political world, and their contribution to each
other. Topics covered include: Psychotherapy in
the political sphere, including the roots of
conflict, social trauma, and ecopsychology
Political dimensions of psychotherapy practice,
such as discrimination, power, sexuality, and
postcolonial issues Psychotherapy, the state and
institutions, including the law and ethics, and
psychotherapy in healthcare Working at the
interface, examples of therapy in political action
from Croatia, the USA, the UK and
Israel/Palestine How to â€˜placeâ€™ political
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issues in therapy is highly controversial â€“ for
example, whether political themes should be
interpreted psychologically in the consulting
room, or respected as valid in their own right:
similar issues arise for the role of therapeutic
insights in political reality. This book provides a
map through these complex and demanding
areas for therapists and counsellors in training,
as well as for experienced practitioners or other
interested readers. Contributors: Lane Arye,
Arlene Audergon, Emanuel Berman, Sandra
Bloom, Jocelyn Chaplin, Petruska Clarkson,
Chess Denman, Dawn Freshwater, Kate Gentile,
John Lees, Renos Papadopoulos, Hilary Prentice,
Mary-Jayne Rust, Judy Ryde, Andrew Samuels,
Nick Totton.
Offering a uniquely 'psycho-cultural' take on the
emotional dynamics of UK political culture this
book uses theories and research in
psychoanalysis, cultural and media studies and
political sociology. It explores the cultural and
emotional processes that shape our relationship
to politics in a media age, referencing Joanna
Lumley to Nigel Farage.
A New Therapy for Politics?
Individuation and Liberty in a Globalized World
The Holding Environment Under Assault
Christian Therapy in a World of Many Cultures
Political Consciousness From a Jungian
Perspective
Analytical Psychology and German Classical
Aesthetics: Goethe, Schiller, and Jung, Volume 1
Critical Psychotherapy, Psychoanalysis and
Counselling
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Sacral Revolutions

Based on Jung's theory of complexes, this book
offers a new perspective on conflicts between
groups and cultures, demonstrating how the
effects of cultural complexes can be felt in the
behaviour of disenfranchised groups across the
world.
'Becoming: An Introduction to Jung's Concept of
Individuation' explores the ideas of Carl Gustav
Jung. His idea of a process called individuation
has sustained Deldon Anne McNeely's
dedication to a lifelong work of psychoanalysis,
which unfortunately has been dismissed by the
current trends in psychology and psychiatry.
Psychotherapists know the value of Jung's
approach through clinical results, that is,
watching people enlarge their consciousness
and change their attitudes and behavior,
transforming their suffering into psychological
well-being. However, psychology's fascination
with behavioral techniques, made necessary by
financial concerns and promoted by insurance
companies and pharmaceutical companies, has
changed the nature of psychotherapy and has
attempted to dismiss the wisdom of Jung and
other pioneers of the territory of the
unconscious mind. For a combination of
unfortunate circumstances, many of the younger
generation, including college and medical
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students, are deprived of fully understanding
their own minds. Those with a scientific bent are
sometimes turned away from self-reflection by
the suggestion that unconscious processes are
metaphysical mumbo-jumbo. Superficial
assessments of Jung have led to the incorrect
conclusion that one must be a spiritual seeker,
or religious, in order to follow Jung's ideas
about personality. 'Becoming' is an offering to
correct these misperceptions. Many university
professors are not allowed to teach Jungian
psychology. Secular humanism and positivism
have shaped the academic worldview; therefore,
investigation into the unknown or unfamiliar
dimensions of human experience is not valued.
But this attitude contrasts with the positive
reputation Jung enjoys among therapists, artists
of all types, and philosophers. Those without
resistance to the unconscious because of their
creativity, open-mindedness, or personal
disposition are more likely to receive Jung's
explorations without prejudice or ideological
resistance. There is a lively conversation going
on about Jung's ideas in journals and
conferences among diverse groups of thinkers
which does not reach mainstream psychology.
'Becoming' is for those whose minds are
receptive to the unknown, and to help some of
us to think-more with respect than dread-of the
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possibility that we act unconsciously.
Sacral Revolutions is a unique project reflecting
the contribution that Andrew Samuels has made
to the general field of psychoanalysis and
Jungian analysis in both clinical and academic
contexts. Gottfried Heuer has brought together
an international array of authors – friends and
colleagues of Samuels – to honour his 60th
Birthday. As a result, the collection provides a
creative and cutting-edge overview of a
fragmented field. The chapters demonstrate the
profound sense of social responsibility of these
analysts and academics whose concerns
include the mysteries and hidden meanings in
social and political life. This open and engaging
volume includes a previously unpublished
interview with C. G. Jung, adding to its
usefulness as an essential companion for
academics, analysts, therapists and students.
Torture, Psychoanalysis and Human Rights
contributes to the development of that field of
study called ‘psycho-social’ that is presently
more and more committed to providing
understanding of social phenomena, making use
of the explicative perspective of psychoanalysis.
The book seeks to develop a concise and
integrated framework of understanding of
torture as a socio-political phenomenon based
on psychoanalytic thinking, through which
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different dimensions of the subject of study
become more comprehensible. Monica Luci
argues that torture performs a covert emotional
function in society. In order to identify what this
function might be, a profile of ‘torturous
societies’ and the main psychological dynamics
of social actors involved – torturers, victims, and
bystanders – are drawn from literature.
Accordingly, a wide-ranging description of the
phenomenology of torture is provided, detecting
an inclusive and recurring pattern of key
elements. Relying on psychoanalytic concepts
derived from different theoretical traditions,
including British object relations theories,
American relational psychoanalysis and
analytical psychology, the study provides an
advanced line of conceptual research, shaping a
model, whose aim is tograsp the deep meaning
of key intrapsychic, interpersonal and group
dynamics involved in torture. Once a sufficiently
coherent understanding has been reached, Luci
proposes using it as a groundwork tool in the
human rights field to re-think the best strategies
of prevention and recovery from post-torture
psychological and social suffering. The book
initiates a dialogue between psychoanalysis and
human rights, showing that the proposed
psychoanalytic understanding is a viable
conceptualisation for expanding thinking of
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crucial issues regarding torture, which might be
relevant to human rights and legal doctrine,
such as the responsibility of perpetrators, the
reparation of victims and the question of ‘truth’.
Torture, Psychoanalysis and Human Rights is
the first book to build a psychoanalytic theory of
torture from which psychological, social and
legal reflections, as well as practical aspects of
treatment, can be mutually derived and
understood. It will appeal to psychoanalysts,
psychoanalytic psychotherapists and Jungians,
as well as scholars of politics, social work and
justice, and human rights and postgraduate
students studying across these fields.
Most social scientific work on intimate
relationships has assumed a monogamous
structure, or has considered anything other than
monogamy only in the context of 'infidelity'. Yet,
in recent years there has been a growing
interest among researchers and the public in
exploring various patterns of intimacy that
involve open non-monogamy. This volume
gathers contributions from academics, activists,
and practitioners throughout the world to
explore non-monogamous relationships.
Featuring both empirical and theoretical pieces,
contributors examine the history and cultural
basis of various forms of non-monogamy,
experiences of non-monogamous living,
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psychological understandings of relationship
patterns, language and emotion, the discursive
construction of mono-normativity as well as
issues of race, class, disability, sexuality and
gender. This volume will be of interest to
academics and practitioners working in the
social sciences and anyone who is seeking
greater insight into the intricacies of nonmonogamous relationships.
Psychological Perspectives on American
Politics and Culture
Becoming
The Advent of Psychological Liberalism
Relational Perspectives on Therapeutic Failure
Identity, Culture, and Health in TwentiethCentury Britain
America on the Couch
Spokes of the Wheel
Politics on the Couch
Do political concerns belong in psychodynamic
treatment? How do class and politics shape the
unconscious? The effects of an increasingly
polarized, insecure and threatening world mean
that the ideologically enforced split between the
political order and personal life is becoming
difficult to sustain. This book explores the
impact of the social and political domains at the
individual level. The contributions included in
this volume describe how issues of class and
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politics, and the intense emotions they
engender, emerge in the clinical setting and how
psychotherapists can respectfully address them
rather than deny their significance. They
demonstrate how clinicians need to take into
account the complex convergences between
psychic and social reality in the clinical setting in
order to help their patients understand the
anxiety, fear, insecurity and anger caused by the
complex relations of class and power. This
examination of the psychodynamics of terror and
aggression and the unconscious defences
employed to deny reality offers powerful insights
into the microscopic unconscious ways that
ideology is enacted and lived. Psychoanalysis,
Class and Politics will be of interest to all mental
health professionals interested in improving
their understanding of the ideological factors
that impede or facilitate critical and engaged
citizenship. It has a valuable contribution to
make to the psychoanalytic enterprise, as well as
to related scholarly and professional disciplines.
Thomas Singer presents a unique collection
which examines cultural complexes in four parts
of East Asia: China, Japan, Korea, and Taiwan.
From ancestor worship in China to the "kimchi
bitch" meme of South Korea, the wounded
feminine in Taiwan and hikikomori in Japan, the
contributors take a Jungian lens to aspects of
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culture and shine a light on themes including
gender, archetypes, consciousness, social roles,
and political relations. This insightful and timely
book will be essential reading for academics and
students of Jungian and post-Jungian ideas,
politics, sociology, and Asian studies. It will also
be of great interest to Jungian analysts in
practice and in training.
This is a history of how twentieth-century
Britons came to view themselves and their world
in psychological terms, and how this changed
over time. It examines the extent to which
psychological thought and practice could
mediate, not just understanding of the self, but
also a wide range of social and economic,
political, and ethical issues that rested on
assumptions about human nature. In doing so, it
brings together high and low psychological
cultures; it focuses not just on health,but also on
education, economic life, and politics; and it
reaches from the start of the century right up to
the 1970s.Mathew Thomson highlights the
intense excitement surrounding psychology at
the start of the century, and its often highly
unorthodox expression in thought and practice.
He argues that the appeal of psychological
thinking has been underestimated in the British
context, partly because its character has been
misconstrued. Psychology found a role because,
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rather than shattering values, it offered them new
life. The book considers the extent to which such
an ethical and social psychologicalsubjectivity
survived the challenges of an industrial
civilization, a crisis in confidence regarding
human nature wrought by war and political
extremism, and finally the emergence of a
permissive society. It concludes that many of our
own assumptions about the route to
psychological modernity - centred onthe rise of
individualism and interiority, and focusing on the
liberation of emotion, and on talk, relationships,
and sex - need substantial revision, or at least
setting alongside a rather different path when it
comes to the Britain of 1900-70.
Everyone who aspires to more effective public
service should read this book. It provides a
compelling antidote to the managerial focus of
theory and practice in public administration.
Written with the aim of inspiring and rekindling a
mission for public service, Transformational
Public Service weaves together theory and
stories from actual practice to show that public
service can (and does) advance the goals of
democracy, inclusiveness, and social and
economic justice. Eight practitioners from
government and non-governmental
organizations at all levels - from the street to the
executive office - tell their personal stories of
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transformational public service. Theory, poetry,
and popular culture references are woven
around the stories. Both students and
practitioners will discover new ways of thinking
in this book that will enable them to transform
their own administrative practices. As the
authors note in their prologue: "As we listened to
these stories, we heard people say that public
service can be and is transformational
(transforms institutions, practices, and people's
lives and experiences) in ways that serve
democracy, engagement, and social and
economic justice. The public service they
practice is collaborative, humanistic,
emancipatory, inclusive, and diverse."
What is the best way to understand the
narratives of self-identity at the beginning of the
21st century? This interdisciplinary collection
brings together perspectives from analytical
psychology, sociology, psychiatry, psychosocial
studies, and psychoanalysis to consider
questions about individuation and freedom in
our unhinged world. The contributors discuss
the meaning of, and need for, individuation in
individualized and liquid societies. The book
begins with a comparison of three approaches:
C.G. Jung’s individuation, Ulrich Beck’s
individualization, and Zygmunt Bauman’s
liquidity. This sets the tone for further
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consideration of topics including guilt, social
media, global nomads, and surveillance.
Theoretical reflections are enhanced by clinical
material, and the book emphasizes the
connections between sociology and
psychoanalysis, offering significant insights into
the importance of psychosocial approaches.
This timely work will be of great interest to
academics and scholars of psychosocial studies,
Jungian studies, sociology, and politics.
Political Passions and Jungian Psychology
The Politics Of Psychotherapy: New
Perspectives
C. G. Jung in the Humanities
Psychosocial Perspectives on Freedom after
Freedom
Politically Reflective Psychotherapy
Sexual Revolutions
Psychoanalysis, History and the Father
The Cambridge Companion to Jung
Contemporary Clinical Practice: The Holding
Environment Under Assault is devoted to the
examination of contemporary social problems
and their impact on the clinical process. Stateof-the-art psychodynamic theories will be
applied to the understanding of how war,
terrorism, politics, government regulations,
and other environmental problems influence
interactions between clinicians and their
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patients.
This work examines what happens when
comedy becomes political, and politics
become funny. A series of original essays
focus on a range of programmes, from 'The
Daily Show' to 'South Park'.
This book explores what 'critical' means for
the talking therapies in a climate of increasing
state influence and intervention. It looks at
theoretical and practical notions of 'critical'
from perspectives including queer theory,
feminism, Marxism, the psychiatric survivor
movement, as well as from within counsellor
training and education.
Politics on the CouchCitizenship and the
Internal LifeRoutledge
As the European Union faces the ongoing
challenges of legitimacy, identity, and social
cohesion, an understanding of the social
purpose and direction of EU citizenship
becomes increasingly vital. This book is the
first of its kind to map the development of EU
citizenship and its relation to various localities
of EU governance. From a critical political
economy perspective, the authors argue for
an integrated analysis of EU citizenship, one
that considers the interrelated processes of
migration, economic transformation, and
social change and the challenges they
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present.
Accountability Citizenship
Media and the Restyling of Politics
The New Ancestors
Cultural Complexes in China, Japan, Korea,
and Taiwan
When Hurt Remains
An Introduction to Jung's Concept of
Individuation
Psychoanalytic dimensions of engagement
Portraits of Theory in Practice
Andrew Samuels has established an
international practice as a political
consultant, working with senior
politicians, political parties and
activist groups. His lectures and
workshops on the application of 'therapy
thinking' to social and political issues
attract wide interest. His previous books
in this area, such as The Political Psyche
and Politics on the Couch, have been
widely appreciated. Now, in a longanticipated tour-de-force that is both
compassionate and intellectually
stimulating, this book deepens in a new
and innovate style his engagement with
themes such as economics, ecopsychology,
leadership, aggression and violence, the
role of the individual in progressive
politics, and sexuality and spirituality
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in political contexts. The reader is
encouraged to move beyond conventional
professional or academic discourse by the
inclusion of experiential exercises in the
text. In this way, activism and analysis,
public and private, therapeutic and morethan-personal are all brought together in
a satisfying yet challenging synthesis.
Explaining changes in the political
consciousness of the oppressed using the
ideas of Paulo Freire, Albert Memmi, and
Jungian psychology, this original book
explores how psychological bonds of
oppression are broken and offers a
psychopolitical theory for the analysis of
the autobiographies of four Native people
in Guatemala and Canada.
In this groundbreaking book, Renee
Lertzman applies psychoanalytic theory and
psychosocial research to the issue of
public engagement and public apathy in
response to chronic ecological threats. By
highlighting unconscious and affective
dimensions of contemporary ecological
issues, Lertzman deconstructs the idea
that there is a gap between what people
care about and what is actually carried
out in policy and personal practice. In
doing so, she presents an innovative way
to think about and design engagement
practices and policy interventions. Based
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on key qualitative fieldwork and in-depth
interviews conducted in Green Bay,
Wisconsin, each chapter provides a
psychosocial, psychoanalytic perspective
on subjectivity, affect and identity, and
considers what this means for
understanding behaviour in relation to
environmental crises and climate change.
The book argues for a theory of
environmental melancholia that accounts
for the ways in which people experience
profound loss and disruption caused by
environmental issues, and yet may have
trouble expressing or making sense of such
experiences. Environmental Melancholia
offers a fresh perspective to the field of
environmental psychology that until now
has been largely dominated by research in
cognitive, behavioural and social
psychology. It will appeal to academics,
researchers and postgraduate students in
the fields of psychoanalysis, psychosocial
studies and sustainability, as well as
policy makers and educators
internationally.
This book shows how clinical psychology
has been deliberately used to label,
control and oppress political dissidence
under oppressive regimes and presents an
epistemological and theoretical framework
to help psychologists deal with the
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political dilemmas that surround clinical
practice. Based on his own experience
working as a clinical and community
psychologist in Venezuela for almost
twenty five years, the author recounts the
controversial history of how the
Bolivarian Revolution has used psychology
to persecute and oppress political
dissidents, recovers the experience of
doing psychotherapy under oppressive
regimes in other countries and stresses
the importance of developing an ethically
and politically aware clinical practice.
The first part of the book presents the
dilemmas psychotherapists have faced in
different parts of the world, such as the
former Soviet Union, USA, China, Spain,
Hungary, Argentina, Brazil, Uruguay, and
Venezuela when dealing with the intrusion
of the political domain in clinical
research and practice and the difficulties
clinicians have had in dealing with these
issues. The second part of the book
presents an epistemological and
theoretical framework from which these
issues may be tackled effectively. The
book helps raise awareness of the risks of
framing psychotherapy as apolitical as
well as the benefits of thinking of our
lives as contextualized in our political
settings. It draws from several
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theoretical options that have been useful
to challenge traditional clinical theory
and include the political in our clinical
comprehensions. In particular Latin
American Community Psychology, that has
developed tools to favor awareness of
political issues, has been used to expand
the psychotherapeutic conversation.
Politically Reflective Psychotherapy:
Towards a Contextualized Approach will
help clinical psychologists, psychiatrists
and other social and mental health workers
reflect on the challenges psychotherapy
faces in a politically polarized society,
showing how the political dimension can be
incorporated into clinical practice.
What can depth psychology and politics
offer each other? In The Political Psyche
Andrew Samuels shows how the inner journey
of analysis and psychotherapy and the
passionate political convictions of the
outer world are linked. He brings an acute
psychological perspective to bear on
public themes such as the market economy,
environmentalism, nationalism, and antiSemitism. But, true to his aim of setting
in motion a two-way process between depth
psychology and politics, he also lays bare
the hidden politics of the father, the
male body, and of men's issues generally.
A special feature of the book is an
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international survey into what analysts
and psychotherapists do when their
patients/clients bring overtly political
material into the clinical setting. The
results, including what the respondents
reveal about their own political
attitudes, destabilize any preconceived
notions about the political sensitivity of
analysis and psychotherapy. This Classic
Edition of the book includes a new
introduction by Andrew Samuels.
The Play of Political Culture, Emotion and
Identity
Psychological Responses to Ecological
Crisis
From Theory to Practice
Awakening our Faith in the Future
Psychotherapy, Society, and Politics
Implications for Practice
Contemporary Clinical Practice
Understanding Non-Monogamies

Debates in Citizenship Education encourages student and
practising teachers to engage with and reflect on key
topics, concepts and debates that they will have to address
throughout their career. It places the specialist field of
citizenship education in the wider context and aims to
enable teachers to reach their own informed judgements
and argue their point of view with deeper theoretical
knowledge and understanding.
In this volume, Paul Bishop investigates the extent to
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which analytical psychology draws on concepts found in
German classical aesthetics. It aims to place analytical
psychology in the German-speaking tradition of Goethe
and Schiller, with which Jung was well acquainted.
Analytical Psychology and German Classical Aesthetics
argues that analytical psychology appropriates many of its
central notions from German classical aesthetics, and that,
when seen in its intellectual historical context, the true
originality of analytical psychology lies in its reformulation
of key tenets of German classicism. Although the
importance for Jung of German thought in general, and of
Goethe and Schiller in particular, has frequently been
acknowledged, until now it has never been examined in
any detailed or systematic way. Through an analysis of
Jung’s reception of Goethe and Schiller, Analytical
Psychology and German Classical Aesthetics demonstrates
the intellectual continuity within analytical psychology
and the filiation of ideas from German classical aesthetics
to Jungian thought. In this way it suggests that a rereading
of analytical psychology in the light of German classical
aesthetics offers an intellectually coherent understanding
of analytical psychology. By uncovering the philosophical
sources of analytical psychology, this first volume returns
Jung’s thought to its core intellectual tradition, in the
light of which analytical psychology gains new critical
impact and fresh relevance for modern thought. Written
in a scholarly yet accessible style, this book will interest
students and scholars alike in the areas of analytical
psychology, comparative literature, and the history of
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ideas.
This book offers a comprehensive overview of the overlap
between personal and political aspects of life within the
context of psychotherapy. It sketches out a clear and
detailed narrative of the complex interrelations between
psychotherapy, society, and politics. It articulates a
theoretical basis for politically conscious and socially
responsible therapy work, as well as the guiding principles
in implementing this position. Many psychotherapists find
themselves struggling when faced with political issues that
come up in treatment, both overtly and covertly. Many of
them find value in clarifying political aspects of clients'
lives and psychotherapy itself, but are hesitant to touch
upon this loaded issue or do not know how to approach it.
Nissim Avissar’s book opens up new possibilities of
thinking afresh on psychotherapy, in a way that takes into
account real life conditions and the effects of professional
work on the social environment.
This book demonstrates for the first time the significance
of Jung’s work to the humanities, and to those areas
where the humanities and sciences share borders. More
radically, it shows that Jung was a writer of myth,
alchemy, narrative, and poetics, as well as on them.
Jung’s core concepts are introduced, their ongoing
relevance is championed. The book also addresses
Jung’s sometimes questionable judgment on politics and
gender, and previews contemporary extensions of Jungian
theory. By privileging the creative psyche and exploring
the connections between individual, natural environment,
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and social/psychological collective, Jung anticipates the
new holism, offering the promise of reconciling the
sciences with the arts, humanity with nature.
What transformation would happen if we could combine
the best of liberal politics with psychology? Awakening our
Faith in the Future investigates the avenues for creating a
new branch of psychology, a transformative political
psychology. In the past, political psychology has focused
directly on analysis and knowledge acquisition, rather
than on interventions that transform self and culture. A
transformative political psychology combines the best of
traditional social science with the transformative intent of
clinical psychology in order to create a new political
culture. Peter T. Dunlap suggests that while liberals focus
intently outside of themselves on changing the world,
those with psychological interests focus much more
internally on changing themselves. In this book, he argues
that by combining political liberalism and psychology, and
encouraging psychologists to develop cultural learning
practices based on ideas of self-knowledge, there is
opportunity to transform our political culture. Divided
into five parts, this book explores: stories of political
destiny questions of development opportunities for
political development a speculative theory of cultural
evolution practices of a political psychologist. This
scholarly text uses personal experiences and the stories of
progressive political leaders as pathways for addressing
political problems, making it ideal reading for
professionals and students in the fields of both politics and
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psychology as well as for activists interested in the future
of liberalism.
The Psychopolitics of Liberation
Environmental Melancholia
Social and Political Activism in Analysis
Consumerism, Celebrity and Cynicism
Satire TV
Transformational Public Service
Encounters in the Clinical Setting
This second edition represents a wideranging critical introduction to the
psychology of Carl Jung, one of the founders
of psychoanalysis. Including two new essays
and thorough revisions of most of the original
chapters, it constitutes a radical assessment
of his legacy. Andrew Samuels' introduction
succinctly articulates the challenges facing
the Jungian community. The fifteen essays set
Jung in the context of his own time, outline
the current practice and theory of Jungian
psychology and show how Jungians continue
to question and evolve his thinking and apply
it to aspects of modern culture and
psychoanalysis. The volume includes a full
chronology of Jung's life and work,
extensively revised and up to date
bibliographies, a case study and a glossary. It
is an indispensable reference tool for both
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students and specialists, written by an
international team of Jungian analysts and
scholars from various disciplines.
The ideas of psychoanalyst Otto Gross
(1877-1920) have had a seminal influence on
the development of psychoanalytic theory and
clinical practice and yet his work has been
largely overlooked. For Freud, he was one of
only two analysts ‘capable of making an
original contribution' (Jung was the other),
and Jung called Gross 'my twin brother' in the
course of their mutual analysis. This is a
major interdisciplinary enquiry into the
history, nature and plausibility of the idea of
a 'sexual revolution', drawing also on the
related fields of history, law, criminology,
literature, sociology and philosophy. Divided
into four parts and offering an
interdisciplinary and international range of
contributors, areas of discussion include: a
contemporary perspective on sexual
revolutions the broad influence of Otto Gross
the father/son conflict a Jungian perspective
on history. Sexual Revolutions introduces
Gross’ work to the academic and clinical
fields of psychoanalysis and Jungian analysis.
Although most people associate the term with
the 1960s, its foundations lie in the longneglected but sensational work of the early
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psychoanalyst Otto Gross. This book will be
essential reading for all psychoanalysts and
Jungian analysts with an interest in learning
more about his work.
In this book the editors have solicited the
unique and unmediated voices of fifteen
leading psychotherapists, who share intimate
and revealing stories from their clinic of
professional incidents that shook the
therapeutic bond and left a scar in both
parties. The contributors courageously
agreed to revisit the cases that still burn
inside of them, attempting to conceptualise
these and give them words, and to
demonstrate the mutual vulnerability
inherent within the psychoanalytic and
psychotherapeutic endeavour. While failure is
recognised as developmentally necessary and
a cornerstone in the formation and
maintenance of attachment relationships,
stories of therapeutic failures are seldom told
in our profession. Can we fully recognise our
failures without shaming ourselves and
others? Can we bear it while attending to our
narcissistic wounds and rescue fantasy? This
book addresses all of these concerns, while
examining what relational theory and
practice has to contribute to the
understanding of, and working with,
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therapeutic failure.
This is an accessible, lucid and stimulating
account of the hidden psychology of politics
and the hidden politics of the psyche. It is
packed with original and imaginative ideas on
economics, nationalism, "good-enough"
leadership, the citizen and the state, women
and men, fatherhood, and the citizen as a
"therapist of the world". The author offers
trenchant and timely critiques of the crisis in
contemporary politics. The book will be
important for politicians, people in
management studies and the media, members
of the therapy world, and all political
activists.
This anthology of contemporary classics in
analytical psychology bring together
academic, scholarly and clinical writings by
contributors who constitute the "postJungian" generation. Carpani brings together
important contributions from the Jungian
world to establish the "new ancestors" in this
field, in order to serve future generations of
Jungian analysts, scholars, historians and
students. This generation of clinicians and
scholars has shaped the contemporary
Jungian landscape and their work continues
to inspire discussions on key topics including
archetypes, race, gender, trauma and
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complexes. Each contributor has selected a
piece of their work which they feel best
represents their research and clinical
interests, each aiding the expansion of
current discussions on Jung and
contemporary analytical psychology studies.
Spanning two volumes, which are also
accessible as standalone books, this essential
collection will be of interest to Jungian
analysts and therapists, as well as academics
and students of Jungian and post-Jungian
studies.
Debates in Citizenship Education
Contemporary Jungian Perspectives on
Psyche and Society
Citizenship and the Internal Life
The Politics of European Citizenship
The Cultural Complex
Psychological Subjects
Memory and Emergence : Proceedings of the
16th International Congress for Analytical
Psychology
Torture, Psychoanalysis and Human Rights
From improved critical thinking to increased self-esteem
and school retention, teachers and students have noted
many benefits to bringing Aboriginal viewpoints into
public school classrooms. In Integrating Aboriginal
Perspectives Into the School Curriculum, Yatta Kanu
provides the first comprehensive study of how these
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frameworks can be effectively implemented to maximize
Indigenous students' engagement, learning, and academic
achievement. Based on six years of empirical research,
Kanu offers insights from youths, instructors, and school
administrators, highlighting specific elements that make a
difference in achieving positive educational outcomes.
Drawing on a wide range of disciplines, from cognitive
psychology to civics, her findings are widely applicable
across both pedagogical subjects and diverse cultural
groups. Kanu combines theoretical analysis and practical
recommendations to emphasize the need for fresh thinking
and creative experimentation in developing curricula and
policy. Amidst global calls to increase school success for
Indigenous students, this work is a timely and valuable
addition to the literature on Aboriginal education.
Towards a Contextualized Approach
The Development of the Personality
Reflecting on the Work of Andrew Samuels – Cutting
Edges in Psychoanalysis and Jungian Analysis
Anthology of Contemporary Clinical Classics in Analytical
Psychology
Vital Signs
Integrating Aboriginal Perspectives Into the School
Curriculum
Taking the Soul's Path
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